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BACKGROUND

In recent years, there has been a steady increase of refugees and forced migration around the globe. The causes for this are just as complex as the consequences that home and transit countries as well as countries of destination are facing. All over Europe, refugee and migration policy has become the focus of public debate. But the intensity and scope of reporting on the topic and ensuing public dialogue vary widely from region to region.

What seems to be prevalent around the world, however, is the fact that mainstream media tend to shy away from narratives from the migrants’ perspectives, frequently perpetuating typical stereotypes of refugees. Furthermore, public interaction in comment sections of online newspapers and social media channels fosters and spreads these biases. Given the complexity of the topic and the manifold challenges, there is an inherent danger that the image of migrants and their individual stories as human beings are lost to the wider public of the host countries.

In order to create a coherent dialogue, a diverse representation of migrants and refugees in mainstream media is needed. What seems to be missing is their voices in the media. In this panel, we aim to address the following questions: How are refugees and forced migrants being portrayed in the media in different world regions? How can migrants become actively involved in the shaping of public discourse? We will also present examples of innovative new projects created by migrants which allow their voices to be heard.
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Dear Reader!

The Development and Peace Foundation (sef:) offers subscriptions to our three online publications (free of charge).

**SEF/INEF News**

The electronic newsletter SEF/INEF News briefs you around ten times a year on current events, publications and new projects of the Development and Peace Foundation (sef:) and the Institute for Development and Peace (INEF).

**FOREIGN VOICES**

Foreign Voices is an English-language online publication to accompany the key conferences hosted by the sef:. With a maximum of 3-4 pages per issue, it provides a platform to introduce perspectives from other regions of the world into the German political debate. It is published 6-8 times a year.

**GLOBAL GOVERNANCE SPOTLIGHT**

Global Governance Spotlight is a concise policy-oriented series discussing international negotiation processes from a global governance perspective. It is published in German and English 6-8 times a year.
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